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Abstract
Tire handling refers to the behavior that a car exhibits as a reaction to the steering input of a driver for
the car being equipped with a particular set of tires: for example, winter- or summer-tires. An
important aspect of tire handling is the influence of tire brand and type on driver mental workload,
which is the proportion of human capacity that is allocated for task performance. It is assumed that
driving with a high-performance tire demands less driver mental effort, which will result in a lower
mental workload, than when driving with a low-performance tire. In this research, the use of the socalled path preview error driver model for predicting mental workload is evaluated. The parameter
values of this model have been optimized to obtain the best fit on an experimental data set, which has
been generated during experiments with a test vehicle on a proving ground. The results of this
modeling work have been compared with two other measures for mental workload: a secondary,
reaction task measure and a measure of the control actions of the driver.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 General introduction
Before giving an outline of this master thesis, an all-day example that clarifies the research topic is
given in the next paragraph.

1.1.1 All-day example
In all-day traffic, sometimes the situation occurs in which a driver has to evade a queue of cars
suddenly (see figure 1.1). Because this situation happens rarely, most of the drivers are not familiar
with the appropriated reaction to avoid an accident. Typically, people tend to steer too much and very
abrupt. The vehicle response to this steering input is a side slip that is larger than normal, but still
correctable. Drivers are however often shocked by this response and counteract by steering too late
and with too large steering amplitude in the opposite direction. This amplifies the initiated oscillation,
the vehicle starts swinging more and more and after a few oscillations the car gets unstable and makes
a turn of 180 degrees. That the initiated oscillation results in instability is nowadays in most cases
prevented by ESP1. It may however be better to prevent intervention of ESP, because then the driver
will be more aware that he is driving near the safety limits, and he will stay out of this region
instinctively. Tires are essential in giving the right feedback to the driver to make him aware of the
current vehicle state.
abrupt steering

side slip

counter-steering too much

swinging amplified

total loss of control

Figure 1.1 Situation of evading a traffic queue resulting in the vehicle going out of control.

1.1.2 Thesis outline
The amplitude and delay (i.e. the dynamics) with which a vehicle reacts to a certain steering input are
important in the situation described above. This reaction is heavily influenced by the tires the vehicle
is equipped with (von Glasner & Ahlgrimm, 2011). Objective differences in tire characteristics can be
measured nowadays accurately, and the effects of those differences on vehicle behavior are also
known. However, less is known about how tire differences are experienced by the driver and how
drivers adapt their steering input to those differences. This concerns the so-called handling properties
of a tire. Tire handling is complex, because it concerns the total driver-vehicle system. That is, tire

1

Electronic Stability Program: a driver assistance system in the majority of all new vehicles;
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handling is not only with regard to the vehicle behavior, but concerns many aspects of the interaction
between driver, vehicle and environment as depicted on the next page.

Figure 1.2 The driver-vehicle system in its environment.

Professional test drivers evaluate tire handling by driving at test tracks with various tires. The
disadvantage of those evaluations is that those are very subjective. In this research, various, objective
measures are used to determine the influence of tires on driver behavior and how drivers experience
tire handling. Firstly, this can be done by observing and measuring driving behavior for various tires.
For example, how many times a driver corrects his steering actions. Secondly, it is possible to let a
driver do a secondary task while driving. For example, reacting as fast as possible to LEDs lighting up
in his field of view. The obtained reaction time can be considered as a measure for how heavily the
driver is loaded by the driving mentally. Finally, driver behavior can be simulated with a model and
certain driver model properties (parameters) can be evaluated for various tires. There exist other
methods, but the three given above will be elaborated in this thesis.

1.2 Theoretical definitions
In this section, three definitions that are important here will be given and explained. The first is tire
handling, which is how a vehicle reacts to steering inputs when driving with a certain set of tires.
Secondly, a primary- and secondary-task are defined specifically for this research. The third definition
is mental workload, which is how heavily the driver is mentally loaded by the driving task.

1.2.1 Tire handling
Tire handling refers to the behavior that a vehicle (e.g. a car) exhibits as a reaction to the steering input
of a driver for the vehicle being equipped with a particular set of tires (e.g. winter or summer tire). It
concerns the way the vehicle behaves during cornering and swerving (e.g. for a lane change on the
motorway). Much is known about the mechanical properties of tires that cause tire behavior and thus
influence tire handling. Those properties determine how a certain tire steering angle relative to the tire
moving direction results in a lateral tire force. This non-linear relationship has been examined
extensively both statically and dynamically. However, considering the total driver-vehicle system in
its environment, also the driver should be taken into account, because to enhance driving in general,
6

three aspects are aimed to improve: safety, efficiency and user experience (Bishop, 2005). According
to ISO9241210, user experience can be defined as the perceptions and responses of a person (in this
case the driver) that result from the use or anticipated use of a product, system or service. Thus, user
experience is subjective and focuses on the use.

1.2.2 Primary and secondary task
The primary task in this research is driving a double lane-change maneuver with a prescribed speed
and the goal of knocking down as few cones (that mark the maneuver) as possible. The primary task
changes if the vehicle with which the maneuver changes by equipping it with another set of tires.
Secondly, the primary task changes if the speed with which the maneuver is driven changes. It is
assumed that those two manipulations (‘tire’ and ‘speed’) make the task more or less difficult. Taskdependency (e.g. of driver model parameters) here refers to a dependency of measures or parameters
on tire- and speed-manipulations.

Figure 1.3 A double-lane change maneuver.

In this research, also a secondary task of reacting as fast as possible to LEDs lighting up is executed
during primary-task execution. This task has however only been introduced for a measurement
method, and driving with- or without secondary task should not cause significant task-dependencies of
measures or parameters.

1.2.3 Mental workload
Figure 1.4 explains mental workload conceptually. Driver mental workload is the proportion of human
capacity that is allocated for primary-task performance (de Waard, 1996). This capacity refers to the
maximum or upper limit of the capability of information processing. Spare capacity is the proportion
of human capacity that is not allocated for task performance. Resources refer to the effort that can be
done to use more of this capability. If primary-task demands increase, a driver can make an effort to
maintain performance of the total driver-vehicle system .

7

Figure 1.4 Definition of mental workload.

Figure 1.5 shows a model for mental workload proposed by De Waard (1996). This model defines the
coherence between processing effort, processing capability, mental workload and primary-task
performance as function of primary-task demands. According to the model, a so-called A2-region
exists, in which primary-task demands are so low that the driver only has to spent minimum
processing capability to maintain optimal performance for which he must only put in a minimum of
effort. If task demands increase further the A3-region is entered, which is related to the so-called taskrelated effort. In this area, the human increases his effort to maintain performance of the total system
he is part of. However, from the point where effort has reached the limits of human capacity,
performance will decrease. This concept originates from the Yerkes-Dodson law, which states that
performance increases up to a point known as the optimum level of arousal (which can be associated
with effort) and subsequently decreases with arousal (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908). The regions on the left
of the point where performance starts to decrease are called the spare capacity regions (A2 and A3)
and the regions on the right are the overload regions (B and C). In the B-region performance
decreases with increased task demands until a minimum is reached, at that point, the C-region starts.
The original model proposed by de Waard (1996) has on the left two other regions. In the first
region (A1), the driver has to spend so-called state-related effort to compensate for his decreased
processing capacity due to a deteriorating state which results from low primary-task demands (low
arousal). In the so-called region of underload (D) on the left of A1, this effort has become at a
maximum which leads to a decrease in performance, similarly as in region B. The regions A1 and D
are not treated here, because the situation of low primary-task demands will not occur during semiextreme driving.
8

Figure 1.5 General model of mental workload.

1.3 Research goals
1.3.1 Goals
DEVELOPING ASSESSMENT METHODS FOR TIRE HANDLING
The research described in this thesis is carried out within the framework of a Ph-D research. The
overall goal of that research is to develop and / or improve assessment methods for tire handling. By
going more into detail about the influence of tire type (e.g. winter or summer tire) on the drivervehicle system, it is aimed to reveal the underlying mechanism that causes certain tire handling.
Firstly, tire handling is important for improving safety, because it can contribute to a more easily
controllable vehicle (see example described in 1.1.1 on page 5). Secondly, tire handling is important
for enhancing user experience, which is very important for manufacturers, because the extent to which
a car pleases the driver can strongly influence future buying behavior. This may even concern vehicle
9

properties that especially emerge under rare, extreme circumstances, but are tested nevertheless at
great length by journalists of auto magazines. In the development of new tires, making methods for
tire handling judgment more objective can reduce the amount of (expensive) real-world testing and
enable taking care of tire handling in an earlier design phase.
DETERMINING THE INFLUENCE OF TIRES ON DRIVER BEHAVIOR AND MENTAL WORKLOAD
The main goal of the work of this thesis is to determine the influence of tires on driver behavior and
mental workload. It is known that drivers adapt their behavior when driving with a different set of
tires, this adaptation is however not clear. More insight in this process can give better understanding of
driver behavior. An important aspect of tire handling is the influence of a tire on driver mental
workload, because it is assumed that a car equipped with tires with better objective tire handling
properties (high- compared to low-performance tire) will be easier to drive, which will result in a
lower mental workload.
ESTABLISHING BETTER, MORE OBJECTIVE MEASURES FOR MENTAL WORKLOAD
Measuring mental workload is difficult and it is therefore important to establish better, more objective
measures for mental workload, which is a sub goal of this research. Measuring mental workload is besides being important for tire handling - an important issue in nowadays driving. A driver is often
distracted from his primary (driving) task by for example his mobile phone and in-vehicle information
systems. If this distraction becomes too high, mental overload can occur. This situation of overload
can be prevented by either reducing the primary-task demands by assisting the driver (with driverassistance systems) or decreasing the distraction. Having a concept for measuring mental workload
can help finding this balance and thus improving safety.
EVALUATING THE USE OF DRIVER MODELS FOR PREDICTING MENTAL WORKLOAD
Driver modeling can help to understand what mechanism are key issues in certain behavior, which is
in this case, with regard to mental workload. Therefore, exploring some variants of the so-called path
preview error model is another sub goal of this research. Furthermore, model parameters that have
been optimized to obtain a best fit of data obtained by simulation with the model on real-world test
data can be used to predict mental workload.
This sub goal is connected to the overall research goal of developing assessment methods for tire
handling, because validated driver models can be used to simulate tire testing. Testing on a proving
ground will still be necessary, but in an early design phase, simulating can be helpful in the
development of new tires. For example, a driver model can be combined with models of draft tires, to
look how the driver models would adapt for such tires. Or the other way round: if driver model
properties (parameters) should have a certain value, it could be derived what mechanical properties
tires should have.
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1.3.2 Focus
In this study the focus is on the steering task, also referred to with the term directional control. A
double lane-change maneuver (see figure 1.3 on page 7) is - according to ISO7401 - appropriate to
analyze the steering task. This maneuver has good transferability to for example the situation
described in paragraph 1.1.1 on page 5. There are two further constraints. First, the driving considered
here is in the semi-extreme driving range. This means that the driver must really put in effort to keep
his vehicle under control, but is still able to manage this. Secondly, here only driving under dry
circumstances is considered. This entails that summer tires will in general have better objective
(mechanical) performance properties than winter tires.

1.4 Research questions
This section introduces the six research questions defined for this research. The first, main question
addresses the influence of tires on mental workload and the others are sub questions that should be
answered to find an answer to the main question. Those sub questions concern the measurement
methods for mental workload.

RQ1 How do tires influence mental workload?
Cornering stiffness is the main, objective tire property that has its influence on tire handling and with
that mental workload. Under dry circumstances, a low-performance tire (e.g. winter tire) has a low
cornering stiffness, which results in the vehicle reacting with more delay and lower amplitude on a
certain steering input, compared to a high-performance tire (e.g. summer tire), which has a higher
cornering stiffness. It is assumed that especially more delay will result in higher primary-task
demands, because the driver will have to anticipate more to compensate for the delayed vehicle
reaction and the driver-vehicle system will become easier unstable. Higher primary-task demands will
result in a higher mental workload. The lower amplitude is more related to physical workload, because
compensating for this aspect is more an issue of acting more force upon the steering-wheel.

RQ1.1 How does speed influence mental workload?
It is here not aimed to proof the existence of the workload curve as given by the model of mental
workload defined by de Waard (1996) in figure 1.5. It is however of interest to compare the effect size
of tires on mental workload with the effect size of driving with various speed on mental workload,
because in general, it can be assumed that driving with a higher speed will result in higher primarytask demands. Thus - under the condition that task performance and processing capability remain
constant (see figure 1.4) - mental workload will thus also increase. The size and direction of effects of
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tires on measures for mental workload can therefore be interpreted the same as for effects of speed on
those same measures.

RQ1.2 How can mental workload best be measured?
Measuring mental workload is not straightforward, because it cannot be measured directly in the head
of the driver. In literature, it has not been established, what are good measures of mental workload for
semi-extreme driving (contrarily to for example driving on a motorway). For this research three
measures of various types have been selected to analyze. The first is mentioned in literature for use
with semi-extreme driving. The other two are less established for this use and are derived from other
applications, but are expected to be better than the first. The first measure can be used to relate
findings in the other two measures with previous research and literature. Next, a research question for
each of the three measures will be introduced.
RQ1.2.1 How are mental workload differences reflected in a control-element measure that
represents the high-frequent component of the steering input?
Control-element measures can be derived directly from the control input by the driver, which is in this
case the steering input. It is expected that if the mental workload becomes higher, the number of
steering corrections become higher. A good measure for those corrections is the ‘high-frequent
steering power’, which is here defined as the average power spectral density between 2 and 4 Hz. It is
expected that a higher mental can be observed from a higher value for the ‘high-frequent’ steering
power.
RQ1.2.2 How are mental workload differences reflected in the reaction time on a secondary task?
Secondary-task measures work as follows. According to the definition of figure 1.4 on page 8, the
total processing capability can be divided into capacity allocated for primary-task performance
(performance on lane-change maneuver) and spare capacity. A lower spare capacity is assumed to
indicate that capacity allocated for task performance is higher and thus mental workload is higher.
Here, the reaction time to LEDs lighting up in the field of view of the driver has been chosen as a
secondary-task measure.
RQ1.2.3 How are mental workload differences reflected in parameters of the path preview error
driver model, of which values have been optimized to obtain best fit of simulated data on test data?
Certain parameters of a driver model fitted on experimental data can predict mental workload. If for
various tires, different values of driver model parameters are fitted, those parameters can indicate
effects of tires on mental workload. For this research, the so-called path preview error driver model
(explained extensively in the next chapter) will be analyzed. The path preview error driver model has
12

as parameter the lead term time constant. Based on literature, the lead term time constant is expected
to be related to the amount of effort or mental workload that a human must put in for the control task.
When using model parameters as measures, only evaluating the parameter values is not enough. The
validness of the fitted model must also be analyzed. Firstly, the fit of simulated data produced by the
model on measured data should be good. Secondly, when combined with various vehicle models (with
different tire sets), at least some of the parameter values that result in best fit of simulated data on
measured data should change. That is, at least some of the parameters should be task-dependent.

1.5 Research outline
To investigate the research questions posed in the previous section, experiments have been performed.
In total 388 double lane-change maneuvers have been driven by ten drivers, with three different sets of
tires. Two of the drivers are professional drivers, the others are assumed to have above-average
driving skills. Half of the maneuvers has been driven with the secondary task to be able to determine
spare mental capacity during execution of the primary task (driving). From this spare capacity mental
workload can be derived.
Besides analyzing the standard measures that are commonly used to measure mental workload, the
experimental data has been analyzed through modeling. Three variants of the path preview error driver
model have been defined. For every variant, the parameter set that results in the best fit of simulated
data produced by a model on measured data has been estimated for each driven maneuver. Those
parameter values are analyzed using ANOVA-techniques to validate the path preview error driver
model.

1.6 Contents of report
This chapter has given a general introduction to the research background, questions and approach. In
the next chapter, an extensive explanation of the path preview error driver model will be given,
including a proposal for improvement of the base model resulting in three variants to analyze. Chapter
3 describes the used methods. This chapter is subdivided in a part that describes the experiment, a part
that describes the modeling (parameter estimation), and a part that describes the statistical analysis that
brings the result of the previous two parts together. In chapter 4, the research results are given and
interpreted. In the last chapter, conclusions are drawn and discussed and recommendations for future
research are given. Appendixes - to which is referred in the main text - give additional information.
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Chapter 2 Driver model
This chapter explains the model that has been chosen, including some proposals for improving this
model. In the next paragraph, the various parts of the model will be introduced, followed by
paragraphs with a more detailed explanation of those parts.

2.1 Model structure
In this research, it is aimed to find a driver model that is sophisticated enough to simulate the steering
output with a good fit on measured human steering behavior. On the other side, a model should not
encompass too much detail, because in that case, main underlying mechanisms that cause the behavior
could remain concealed. Furthermore, the driver model parameters should be task-dependent as
defined in paragraph 1.2.2 on page 7. This task-dependency is illustrated in figure 2.1, which shows a
general model of the driver-vehicle system in its environment. The total model can be split up in the
driver and vehicle model. Part of the vehicle model is a tire model. If behavior should be simulated for
a vehicle equipped with other tires it is obvious to use another tire model. More specific, to use the
same tire model structure, however with other tire parameter values. Because, normally the differences
between tires can be expressed in differences in properties quantitatively. Often, it is observed that the
driven path does not change significantly if different tires are used, which suggests that the driver
adapts his behavior. Here it is assumed that his behavior is achieved by adaptation of (task-dependent)
parameters and not changing the model structure.

Figure 2.1 General model structure of driver-vehicle system with parameters in its environment.

Figure 2.2 gives a model of the total driver-vehicle system with a driver and vehicle model. The base
of the driver model is the feedback subsystem, because - together with the vehicle model - this
subsystem is necessary to close the loop of the closed-loop system. It is a closed-loop system, because
the steering-wheel input by the driver has its influence on the vehicle state. Perception of the vehicle
state and transformation to a so-called perceptual variable takes place in the perception part. The
14

formed perceptual variable is in this case the path preview error. To achieve the goal of following the
target path, this error should be minimized, which is done by the controller part of the model. This
results in a new steering-wheel input which closes the loop.
The first part of the feedback subsystem is the perception part, which has as inputs the vehicle state
including the driven path. Those inputs are processed subsequently by the perception and controller
part, which are described in the next sections.
The output of the driver model and thus input of the vehicle model is the steering-wheel angle (H).
Actually, the driver does not steer by adjusting the steering-wheel angle directly, but by exerting a
moment on the steering wheel (MH) with his muscles. In fact, the steering-wheel angle (H) is thus a
result of the dynamic behavior mainly determined by the steering-wheel moment and the self-aligning
moment of the tires. There are models that use the steering-wheel moment (Hill, 1987) as input.
However, the use of the steering-wheel moment as input requires a more complex driver and vehicle
model. The influence of the added dynamical behavior is negligible and does not outweigh the added
model complexity. Therefore, a driver model with the steering-wheel angle as output is used.

Figure 2.2 Detailed model of the total driver-vehicle system.

Later on in this chapter, an extension of the base model with feedforward will be explained. Roughly,
the feedforward subsystem adds long- and short-term driver experience to the model.
For details about the vehicle model is referred to the appendix, in which an extensive explanation of
the used model is given. Because in this research the focus is at directional control, the driver-vehicle
system model does not encompass longitudinal dynamics. That is, the vehicle longitudinal velocity is
predefined and therefore an additional input of the vehicle model.
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2.2 Controller part of feedback
Figure 2.3 shows the controller part of the feedback subsystem with as input the path preview
error (eprev) and as output the steering-wheel angle (δH). The choices made for this part of the driver
model and the way it has been implemented will be explained next.

Figure 2.3 Controller part of feedback

Model selection
Jürgensohn (2007) gives an overview for control theory of the driver, most of the information in this
paragraph is adopted from this overview.
The controller task has been formalized by means of control theory, which is a mathematical discipline
developed for describing technical controllers (Jürgensohn, 2007). This brings about that the driver is
considered such a technical controller. This is – as opposed to for example a driving task as navigating
- appropriate here, because driving a double lane-change maneuver is a typical control task by nature.
Additionally, vehicle models are often also formalized by means of control theory. To enable
implementation of a model of the total driver-vehicle system, combination of a driver and vehicle
model in the same simulation environment should be possible. For example, a rule-based driver model
would be more difficult to simulate and analyze in combination with a control-theory-based vehicle
model.
A linear model is most appropriate, because adding non-linear parts to driver models has proven not to
improve model quality (Jürgensohn, 2007). That is, the improvement in model accuracy does not
countervail against the increased model complexity. The controller model used here is a variant of the
quasi-linear control model and crossover control model proposed by McRuer & Krendel. Those two
models will be explained shortly in the next two paragraphs.
QUASI-LINEAR CONTROL MODEL
The human controller can follow a predictable reference input signal, without phase shift. This means
that the human controller anticipates on what is in the future (Jürgensohn, 2007). This is contrarily to
compensatory control, in which unpredictable disturbances (e.g. wind) are corrected for. The base of
driver models is nevertheless often a compensatory control model, resulting in a model of the total
driver-vehicle system as given below.
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Figure 2.4 Model structure for the quasi-linear control model and crossover model.

The quasi-linear control model - first summarized by McRuer & Krendel (1959) - is defined by the
following equation, the model has here been defined in the s-domain for ease of notation2.

H C s  

K  TL s  1
 e  s
TI s  1TN s  1

2.1

with:

H C (s)

TN
K
TL

= transfer function of human controller
= dead time in [s]
= neuromuscular delay time in [s]

TI

= lead term time constant

= gain
= lag term time constant

The parameters τ and TN are determined by human limitations. The parameters K, TL and TI are
human- and task-dependent parameters. Anticipating on the use in this research, this task-dependency
is important. By equipping the vehicle with different tires, the control task changes, which should be
reflected in varying parameters (K, TL and TI). The model is quasi-linear, due to addition of the time
delay, which is in fact non-linear. Secondly, the task-dependent parameters can change over time
which makes it a linear time-dependent model. Those aspects do however not prevent using methods
for linear analysis (e.g. with bode diagrams).
CROSSOVER MODEL
McRuer & Krendel (1962) introduced the so-called crossover-model. Here the human and machine are
not modeled by separate systems but as one. It focuses not on how the human adapts but assumes that
this is the case (Jürgensohn, 2007). It defines the open-loop transfer function (see also figure 2.4) as an

2

for transformation to the s-domain d/dt is replaced with the variable s; for example, y(t) = x(t) + dx(t) / dt
becomes y(s) = x(s)·(1+s); this can however only be done under certain conditions which will not be explained
in more detail here;
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integrator with a dead time. This makes analysis of the model possible in the region of the crossoverfrequency3. The following equation defines this open-loop transfer function:

L s  

c
s

 e  s

2.2

with:

L(s) = open-loop transfer function of driver-vehicle system

= dead time in [s]
C = crossover-frequency in [rad/s]
OTHER MODELS
Jürgensohn (2007) gives multiple other human controller models developed in the 1960s and 1970s:
sample and hold models for discontinuous behavior, bang-bang controllers for time optimal behavior,
state space models for multi-dimensional sensors and Kalman filters for disturbed estimation
processes. Those models have in common that they all reproduce human behavior well for
investigated experiments, but can hardly be generalized to other tasks and have therefore not been
chosen for.

Implemented model
In the controller part of the model, the path preview error (eprev) is transformed to obtain the steering
wheel angle (δH) using a quasi-linear control as described by equation 2.3 (page 16). It is assumed that
the driver ‘adapts’ the parameters lateral gain (Klat) and lead term time constant (τlead) to control the
vehicle with various tires. In correspondence with the crossover model, if this transfer function is used
in combination with the vehicle transfer function (from δH to Ycar), the open-loop transfer function of
the total system resembles an integrator with dead time near the crossover frequency.

 H s   e prev s H C s  with

H C s   K lat

 lead  s  1 
e
 lag  s  1

delay  s

2.3

with:

H C (s) = transfer function of human controller in [rad/m]

 H s 

= steering-wheel angle in [rad]

K lat

= lateral gain in [rad/m]

 lead
 lag
 delay

= lead term time constant in [s]
= lag term time constant in [s]
= processing time delay [s]

e prev s  = path preview error in [m]

3

the crossover-frequency is the frequency where the gain of the open-loop transfer function L(s) is 1 (0 dB); in
previous research at has been found that for this task, the crossover-frequency is near 1 Hz;
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2.3 Perception part of feedback
Figure 2.5 shows the controller part of the feedback subsystem with as inputs the predefined target
path (Ypredef) and driven path (Ycar) and as output the path preview error (eprev). This path preview error
is the input of the controller part, discussed in the previous section. The choices made in modeling the
perception part and the implemented model will be explained next.

Figure 2.5 Perception part of feedback

Model selection
One of the first lateral control driver models was the so called ‘shaft model’ (Kondo, 1953). This
model assumes that the driver steers such that an imaginary point (preview point) at a certain lookahead distance is on a predetermined course. Many variants on this model exist. For example, a second
model of Kondo (1953) assumes that the steering angle is a combination of yaw angle error, heading
angle error and lateral position error in the centre of gravity.
Most advanced driver models have a two-level structure which consist of a guidance and stabilization
level. At the guidance level, the target lateral position and target heading are determined, which are
given as input for the stabilization part (Jürgensohn, 2007; Weir & Chao, 2007).
Here there has been chosen for the so-called path preview error driver model with a single feedback
loop to keep the model simple and implementable. The structure of this model is in correspondence
with the herefore mentioned quasi-linear and crossover-model. Furthermore, this model is commonly
used in this research field. It controls the vehicle based on the predicted lateral error to a predefined
path at a look-ahead distance. The chosen path preview error model will be explained next.

Path preview error driver model
For a real driver, perception is multimodal. That is, information received by the visual, haptic,
vestibular and auditory system is combined to perceive the state of the complete driver-vehicle system
in its environment. Here, only the visual feedback is taken into account, because this feedback channel
is dominant in driving. That is - although difficult - driving is still possible if haptic, vestibular and
auditory feedback fail, but it is impossible if visual feedback fails. The vehicle state can be derived
from many visual cues in the environment. For example, texture and alignment of the road surface and
cones that mark the lane-change maneuver. In human perception, the retinal positions of those cues are
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transformed into mental representations of perceptual variables defining the actual state of the world
and vehicle.
Having defined a mental representation of the actual state, there also must be mental representation of
the target state. Because it is in the head, little is known about what this mental representation of the
target state looks like, but assumed is that the driver has an ideal path in his mind that he wants to
follow.
The human driver will adapt his actions to minimize the deviation between actual and target state. This
deviation is represented in the model by one visual, perceptual variable: the path preview error (eprev).
This is the lateral error (see figure 2.6) at the preview distance (dprev) ahead, between actual and target
preview point. The actual preview point (Xprev and Yprev) is extrapolated from the current vehicle X- and
Y-position (Xcar and Ycar) with the current yaw angle (car) at the distance dprev. The target preview
point (Xpredef and Ypredef) is positioned at the predefined target path at the same X-position (Xprev) as the
actual preview point. The distance dprev is obtained by multiplying the velocity (speed) along the Xaxis4 with the parameter ‘preview time’ (tprev). This formula expresses the assumption that drivers look
further forward if the velocity is higher.

Figure 2.6 Perception part of the path preview error driver model.

Definition of the predefined path
A simplification of the target-state mental representation has to be achieved to enable implementation
in a model. Two variants of such simplifications will be given next: the continuous and discrete
predefined path.

this model can only be used for small yaw angles (car) up, because the preview distance (Xprev) has been
defined as a function of the velocity along the X-axis of the world and not the x-axis of the vehicle; this is no
problem, because in the double lane-change maneuver only yaw angles up to about
4
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CONTINUOUS PREDEFINED PATH

Figure 2.7 Continuous predefined path for driver model as function of X-position.

According to the model, the driver is constantly looking ahead to the preview point ahead. It is
assumed that in mind, he reconstructs a continuous line with the target preview points that represent
his ideal driving. This imaginary line is the continuous predefined path. The path preview error (eprev)
has been defined explicitly as a perceptual variable. This variable being calculated as the difference
between the actual preview point (Yprev) and target preview point (Ypredef) is conceptually problematic,
because the latter variable (Ypredef) is clearly not perceptual: in reality, the continuous, imaginary line of
the predefined path cannot be perceived by the driver (contrarily to if this line would have been
painted on the test track). Another flaw of using a continuous predefined path is that the path driven by
the model will never be the same as the predefined path. Even if the preview error is kept perfectly at
zero, the vehicle still follows the preview point as a trailer. Therefore, this effect is in this report
referred to with the ‘trailer effect’. The trailer effect includes that the vehicle ‘cuts the corners’ of the
predefined path. Furthermore, a disadvantage of the path preview error driver model is that the
imaginary target preview point has to be found out by trial and error. In this case, the real driven path
has been averaged over all maneuvers, and the corners of the resulting path have been sharpened to
compensate for the trailer effect. Because of the flaws described above, the use of a discrete
predefined path is proposed, which will be introduced next.
DISCRETE PREDEFINED PATH
The discrete predefined path takes into account what the driver actually perceives. Most dominant are
the cones that mark the double lane-change maneuver. In fact, the only goal the driver has to fulfill is
driving in between the cones of each lane. Therefore, a good approach for defining a mental
representation of a target path is combining the positions of all cones of each lane into one variable:
Ypredef. This means simply that it is aimed to drive in the middle of the lane. This results in a discrete,
stepwise, predefined path. Now, only a definition of where the transition of one to a next lane is
initiated should be added. This transition takes place a certain time (tsteer) before ending of the first
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lane. For both the lane-change from first to second lane and the lane-change from second to third lane,
a parameter defining tsteer is needed: the 1st and 2nd lane-change initiate time (tsteer1 and tsteer2). This
results in a predefined path that can be completely defined with very few parameters. This is in
contrast with the continuous predefined path, which is defined with a polynomial with more than ten
degrees of freedom (parameters).

Figure 2.8 Discrete predefined path for driver model as function of X-position.

2.4 Feedforward
Long- and short-term experience of the driver can also be taken into account. Long-term experience is
the general skills a driver has. Every time a lane-change maneuver or similar event has been made, the
driver learns, how a certain steering input results in a vehicle response. Short-term experience refers to
the practicing if the double lane change if this maneuver is driven repetitively. All this ‘programmed’
experience is later used if a new maneuver is driven, this is referred to with the term feed forward. To
illustrate feedforward: one can ask an experienced driver to simulate a maneuver with his arms (in
standstill), the resulting steering movement and can be considered the base for the steering input in a
real-world situation. Note however that feedback is always needed to compensate for changes in
circumstances or vehicle configuration. Feed forward is referred to as head light orientation,
programmed action and intuitive steering. This is an additional open-loop part, which is used often
through the field (Horn, 1986; Mitschke, 1977; Reid et al., 1980).
It has been chosen to define the feedforward signal with two sine waves (see figure 2.9). This has been
done on purpose, to end up with a rough signal, to which the feedback signal is added. The
feedforward signal is defined by four parameters. The times at which the sine waves start are the 1st
and 2nd lane change initiate time (tsteer1 and tsteer2). The sine of each lane change thus starts together
with the steps in the discrete predefined path of the feedback subsystem. The other two parameters of
the feedforward subsystem are the amplitude (Asine) and the wave length (λsine) of the sine waves. For
both the first and second lane change Asine and λsine are assumed to be the same.
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Figure 2.9 Feedforward signal.

2.5 Model configurations
With the choices to implement a continuous or discrete predefined path and the choice to add
feedforward or not, the model variants listed below have been selected to analyze in this research. It is
assumed that using a discrete preview path results in a better model compared to using a continuous
preview path. Therefore, adding feedforward has only been evaluated for the model with discrete
preview path.
Code Model label

Preview path

Feedforward

M3 driver model with continuous preview path
without feedforward

continuous

no

M4 driver model with discrete preview path
without feedforward

discrete

M5 driver model with discrete preview path
with feedforward

yes

Table 2.1 All analyzed model variants.
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All parameters of the implemented path preview error driver model variants are listed in table 2.2. The
typical values of parameters have been determined partly empirically and partly based on literature.
Table 2.1 also lists which parameters will be estimated and which are fixed (using typical value).
Symbol Name

Unit

Typical value

Used in driver model configuration
continuous
discrete
discrete
preview path preview path preview path
feedforward
(M3)
(M4)
(M5)

t prev

preview time

[s]

0.8

estimated

estimated

estimated

K lat

lateral gain

[rad/m] 0.5

estimated

estimated

estimated

 lead

lead term time [s]
constant

0.10  amplified and
leaded transfer above
about 0.6 Hz5

estimated

estimated

estimated

 lag

lag term time
constant

[s]

0.04  attenuated and
delayed transfer above
about 1.4 Hz5

fixed

fixed

fixed

 delay

processing
time delay

[s]

0.15

fixed

fixed

fixed

t steer 1

1st lane-change [s]
initiate time

0.4

not used

estimated

estimated

t steer 2

2nd lane-chane [s]
initiate time

0.4

not used

estimated

estimated

 sine

feedforward
sine wave
length

1.5

not used

not used

estimated

Asine

feedforward
[rad]
sine amplitude

1.0  57 °

not used

not used

estimated

[s]

Table 2.2 Parameters of the path preview error driver model for the three variants.

gain amplified / attenuated with  0.5 dB (factor 1.06 / 0.96) and phase leaded / delayed with  20 ° at the
given frequency;
5
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Chapter 3 Methods
The first section of this chapter describes how the field experiment was executed and what measures
can be derived directly from the test data. In section 3.2, an overview of the driver modeling including
the model parameter estimation is given. Finally, the statistical analysis of the directly derived
measures and the model parameters (also measures) is described.

3.1 Experiment
In this section, subsequently a description of participants, task instructions, research design, procedure,
test facilities, test vehicle and measures of the experiment are described.

3.1.1 Participants
First, it should be mentioned that the experiment can be divided into two parts: a first test day (TD1) at
a proving ground in Lelystad with professional test drivers and four other days (TD2-5) at a proving
ground in Vredepeel with non-professional test drivers. If not explicitly mentioned, then the given
information concerns those latter tests.
Assessment of tires is a difficult job, because it is partly done by driving semi-extreme maneuvers and
driving on a closed track. Those are circumstances which do not often occur during everyday use.
Therefore, using normal drivers as participants is problematic. They need much practice to drive
maneuvers correctly, and if they manage this, they are probably too occupied with driving, that they
are still not able to also assess tire handling. Furthermore, feeling subtle differences in tire handling
requires talent and experience. Therefore, participants in this experiment should have above-average
driving skills, and are preferably professional test drivers. Such drivers are experienced, which makes
it possible to test consistently and reproducibly.
Ideally, a large group of participants (+25) is needed. However the organization of an experiment with
a large group of professional test drivers would be too expensive. In the Ph-D research of which this
work is part, only a small group of professional test drivers of Vredestein is available. The first test
day (TD1), 2 professional drivers participated, which made it possible to assess tire handling
subjectively. The other 4 days (TD2-5), testing was done with experienced, non-professional drivers in
the age between 21 and 36. Those participants are known by the experimenters, which makes selection
based on good driving skills possible. Non-professional participants received a reward in the form of a
gift voucher. Finally, they did not assess tire handling subjectively, because it was expected that this
would be too difficult.
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3.1.2 Task and instructions
As already explained in chapter 1, a double lane-change maneuver has been chosen for the
experiment, because it is well-defined by ISO-standards and well-described in literature. Furthermore,
this maneuver is driven in the velocity range in which differences in tire characteristics become clear.
Additionally, the maneuver is generally used for subjective evaluation of vehicle dynamics (with
skilled drivers). These test methods are closed-loop, where the driver has a strong influence on the
driver-vehicle-environment-system.
The pattern of the cones that define the double lane-change maneuver is according to ISO3888, except
from the lane offset, which is 3.5 m by default, but has been adjusted to 5.5 m (see figure 3.1). In a
preceding experiment (Van Oort, 2011), the offset was also 5.5 m, which makes comparison of the
results of these previous tests with the new results possible. Furthermore, the lane-change maneuver
can now be driven properly driven with an entrance velocity of about 90 km/h. A smaller offset would
require a higher entrance velocity to reach performance limits, and this higher velocity would increase
the chance that loss of control results in personal injuries and / or material damage. A difference exists
between the first test day (TD1) and other test days (TD2-5). Due to bad wetter circumstances when
the day started, the lane-offset was decreased with 2 m, and the 2nd and 3rd lane have been made 0.5 m
wider, of which the consequences will be given later.

Figure 3.1 Overview of the lane-change maneuver with its dimensions. Defined according to ISO3888,
except from small deviations from the offset and widths of 2nd and 3rd lane.

Participants were instructed to knock down as few cones as possible (the primary task). Maneuvers are
driven with a constant, predefined speed (in this report also referred to with ‘velocity’). Another
difference is that the non-professional drivers used cruise-control to control the predefined speed,
whereas the professional test drivers did not.
At random positions during the maneuver (3 times), LEDs above the dashboard (see figure 3.2) light
up for 0.4 s. The driver was instructed to react as fast as possible to these lights with a firm ‘yes’, but
always to give priority to the primary task (knocking down as few cones as possible). The instruction
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was given to just ignore missing one stimulus (one LED-blink). With the resulting reaction times,
spare mental processing capacity is measured, which makes deriving mental workload possible.

reaction lights

Figure 3.2 Reaction lights consisting of six LEDs positioned in the field of view.

3.1.3 Experimental design
This paragraph starts with a description of the independent variables in this experiment. Those are
‘tire’, ‘speed’ ‘reaction task’ (with or without) and ‘driver’. Varying the factors ‘tire’ and ‘speed’ are
manipulations that should reveal the task-dependency of measures and model parameters described in
paragraph 1.2.2 on page 7. The independent variables ‘reaction task’ and ‘driver’ may have a
confounding effect on measures and model parameters that might need to be controlled for. Besides
the aforementioned variables, there are also variables that are introduced in order to control for order
effects. In the next part of this paragraph, those order effects are first explained and then it is described
how those are controlled for. At the end of this paragraph, an overview of the resulting research design
is given.

Manipulated independent variables
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 1: TIRE
The independent variable ‘tire’ represents the type of tire set the vehicle is equipped with and is
manipulated to identify the influence of tire on driver behavior and mental workload. In standard
Vredestein tests, drivers can only evaluate a maximum number of 3 sets of tires at once (one day),
therefore it has been chosen only to evaluate 3 tire sets. The variable ‘tire’ thus has 3 conditions,
which are listed in table 3.1: winter tire B (TR1), summer tire A (TR2), and summer tire B (TR3).
Besides being designed for different wetter circumstances, winter tire B also has a smaller rim size. A
large difference exists between winter tire B and both summer tires and a small difference exists
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between summer tire A and summer tire B. This has been chosen for to examine the sensitivity of the
various analysis methods used in this research. This concerns the sensitivity for differences in driver
behavior and mental workload.
Code

Name

Qualification

Rim size

Index6

TR1

winter tire B

winter

medium

2

TR2

summer tire A

high-performance

large

5

Difference
large
small

TR3

summer tire B

high-performance

large

6

Table 3.1 The tires that have been selected for the research.

INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 2: SPEED
From a scientific perspective it would be interesting to proof the existence of the workload curve in
the model of mental workload given in figure 3.3 (figure 1.5 on page 9). That is, assessing the
workload over the whole task speed range (i.e. velocity or task demand range) over which the
workload is changing (A3-region). The goal of the research is however to find the subtle differences
between experienced workload when driving with the various tire sets. And to achieve this goal and
because of limited testing time, the workload has been chosen to be assessed for two speed conditions.
For the various test days the driven speed conditions are given in the table below:
Test day

Part

Speed condition
Low

first

(TD1)

others (TD2-5)

first

High

half

90 km/h

100 km/h

second half

100 km/h

110 km/h

80 km/h

90 km/h

whole

Table 3.2 The velocities with which the two speed conditions have been driven.

The speed conditions ‘low’ (SP1) and ‘high’ (SP2) must be chosen such that for all tires a change in
mental workload can be expected between conditions, and such that for each speed condition (SP1 and
SP2) differences in mental workload between the tires can be expected (see figure 3.3). The choice for
the driving speed of the conditions has been determined empirically. That is, by driving the maneuvers
with various driving speeds at the start of each of the two test parts (TD1 and TD2-5) and determining
the difficulty of the task. The speed condition ‘high’ (SP2) has been chosen such that primary-task
demands are near the boundary between the overload and spare-capacity regions. The drivers must
thus really put in effort, but are still able to manage fulfilling the task for all tires. The speed condition

6

these indexes have been used to indicate the same tire sets in Van Oort (2011);
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‘low’ (SP1) is driven 10 km/h slower, which results in the drivers still have to put in effort, but can
easily manage the task.

Figure 3.3 Model of mental workload specifically for different tires.

INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 3: SECONDARY TASK
A secondary (reaction) task has been used to measure spare capacity of processing capabilities. To
check whether the secondary task does not interfere with the primary task too much and to be able to
control statistically for this confounding effect if necessary, half of the maneuvers has been driven
without and half with secondary task. This introduces the variable ‘secondary task’ with the two
conditions ‘without’ (TK1) and ‘with’ (TK2).
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 4: DRIVER
From previous research, it is known that different driving styles of participants may influence test
results, e.g. one driver steers quite abrupt with large amplitudes, whereas another steers more fluently.
With the small group of participants used here, results cannot easily be generalized to the population
of all drivers. If effects of different driving styles can be quantified, then an additional independent
variable ‘driver’ can be added to the statistical analysis of results. This allows better generalization to
the whole population of drivers.
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Control for order effects
For this experiment, the following order effects play a role: positive and negative practice effects and
carryover effects. Positive practice effects are caused by repetitive driving the lane-change maneuver.
It is expected that the driver will become more skilled during the day, which can be considered a longterm positive practice effect. Additionally, short-term positive practice effects can be expected, which
are here the minor increases of skills within a series of eight maneuvers. On the other side, a negative
practice effect can be expected due to fatigue. The carry-over effect that plays a role in this experiment
is the adaptation of the perceptual system from one tire condition to the other. For example, if a
summer tire is driven after another summer tire, then this takes less adaptation and thus results in
better performance, than after a winter tire has been evaluated. Because of more experience and better
skills, professional drivers will need less practice to achieve maximum performance compared to nonprofessionals, but adaptation of the perceptual system - which is expected to be the same for all drivers
- may still cause order effects.
The experiment is executed in separate trials and in a trial, one participants drives eight maneuvers
(2 speeds x 2 task conditions x 2 repetitions) with one tire set. After a trial, another tire set is mounted
on the car and a next trial is driven. To control for positive practice and carry-over effects, each trial
starts with a habituation run consisting of about ten maneuvers. In this habituation run, the perceptual
system of the driver can adapt to the new tire and the driver can achieve his maximum performance
before the actual measurement starts. In between trials there is a pause, with a duration of at least one
trial, to minimize carry-over effects.
Another precaution to control for carry-over effects is varying the order of presentation of conditions:
counterbalancing. However, for a perfectly counterbalanced design, 24 participants would be needed
(6 ‘tire’ orders7 x 2 ‘speed’ orders8 x 2 ‘secondary task’ orders8), which is practically unfeasible.
Therefore, only the forward tire order ‘TR1>2>3’ (OD1) and backward tire order ‘TR3>2>1’ (OD2)
have been tested. This introduces the independent variable ‘order’ which can be used in the statistical
analysis to check whether drivers can test and rate tires independently of test order and to control for
the possible confounding effect if necessary. It has been chosen for the two tire condition permutations
(orders) with summer tire A (TR2) in the middle, because this allows for the scientifically correct,
pair-wise comparisons between winter tire B (TR1) relatively to summer tire A (TR2) and between
summer tire B (TR3) and summer tire A (TR2). Summer tire A is thus used as a reference condition.
This is in correspondence with the wish to identify the large difference between TR1 and TR2, but
also the smaller difference between TR2 and TR3 if possible (see table 2.2 on page 24).

7

all permutations of tire conditions: 123; 132; 213; 231; 312; 321;

8

forward and backward: 12; 21;
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Overview
Figure 3.4 shows the experimental design of this research, which has been explained in this paragraph.
Each maneuver of a unique combination of conditions is repeated once (N = 2), which gives a total
number of maneuvers of 48 (3 tires x 2 speeds x 2 task conditions x 2 orders x 2 repetitions) per
participant.

Figure 3.4 Experimental design.

3.1.4 Trial procedure
Test procedures have been based on the well-established procedures the Vredestein test drivers are
familiar with. A test day starts with instruction of the participants as described in paragraph 3.1.2 on
page 26 followed by practicing the double lane-change maneuver. A trial - a test run of about 20
minutes with one driver and one tire set - consists of:
 Driving one maneuver at very low speed (about 60 km/h) without secondary task. Next, the
maneuver is iterated increasing the speed with steps of 5 or 10 km/h (depending on preference of
driver) till a speed of 90 km/h is reached and the driver has achieved his maximum performance.
This gives the driver feeling of the handling behavior.
 Driving at least one maneuver with a speed of about 80 km/h with secondary task (reaction task).
Next the speed is again increased with steps of 5 or 10 km/h till a speed of 90 km/h is achieved. In
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these maneuvers the driver can get acquainted with the secondary task to prevent the secondary
task from intruding the primary task too much.
 After driving the maneuvers to get used with primary and secondary task, the tires are assumed to
have reached a constant temperature so that the actual measurement can start.
 Measurement consisting of eight maneuvers, in which all combinations of the two speed conditions
(low and high) and the two secondary-task conditions (with and without) are executed according to
the research design explained in the previous paragraph. Maneuvers of the same speed conditions
are grouped, and after each group of four maneuvers with the same speed condition, a
questionnaire to assess the subjective mental and physical workload is filled in.
In contrast to previous research and the method normally used by Vredestein, drivers know which tire
they are going to test (no blind testing). The reason for not blind testing, is that drivers can often
identify the tire set from the handling behavior during the trial, because they are familiar with the tires
they normally test. Identification of the tire set during the trial may result in undesirable adaptation of
driver behavior. On one test day, the test program of two drivers has been combined as given in the
table below. As already explained, a measurement procedure of one trial consists of two maneuvers
with low speed without (secondary) task (L-), two with low speed with task (L+), two with high speed
without task (H-) and two with high speed with task (H+). Half of the test day starts with order
TR1>2>3 (OD1) and half of the tests with order TR3>2>1 (OD2). Details about the counterbalancing
of conditions are given in the appendix.
Order

Tire

Driver

1st half:
OD1

TR1: WB

DR1: driver A

TR2: SA

TR3: SB

Trial

Procedure

Time

1

L- > L+ > H- > H+

11:30

DR2: driver B

2

H+ > H- > L+ > L-

11:50

DR1: driver A

3

L+ > L- > H+ > H-

12:10

DR2: driver B

4

H- > H+ > L- > L+

12:30

DR1: driver A

5

L- > L+ > H- > H+

12:50

DR2: driver B

6

H+ > H- > L+ > L-

13:10

break
2nd half :
OD2

13:30
TR3: SB

TR2: SA

TR1: WB

DR2: driver B

7

L- > L+ > H- > H+

13:50

DR1: driver A

8

H+ > H- > L+ > L-

14:10

DR2: driver B

9

L+ > L- > H+ > H-

14:30

DR1: driver A

10

H- > H+ > L- > L+

14:50

DR2: driver B

11

L- > L+ > H- > H+

15:10

DR1: driver A

12

H+ > H- > L+ > L-

15:30

Table 3.3 Program of one test day.
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The experiments have been done under dry circumstances, but were still continued under somewhat
humid conditions. Additionally, the temperature has always been above five degrees Celsius. Finally,
no influences of wind on vehicle behavior have been noticed. If such influences would have been
noticed, experiments would have been aborted.

3.1.5 Facilities and test vehicle
Facilities
The first test day with the professional test drivers (TD1) was at the RDW-proving ground in Lelystad.
The part of the proving ground that is used for this research, consists of a steady state circle, a
dynamics test area and a straight track to accelerate (see figure 3.5). The other four days (TD2-5) were
at the former military air force base ‘De Peel’ in Vredepeel. The tests were held at the taxi strip of the
runway, which has asphalt that is similar to asphalt on public roads.

Figure 3.5 RDW-proving ground in Lelystad (TD1) Figure 3.6 Air force base in Vredepeel (TD2-5)

Test vehicle
The test vehicle was a BMW 320i Touring equipped with a measurement system logging all vehicle
dynamics variables and additional steering wheel angle and moment (see figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7 Test vehicle
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The main quantities that can be measured with the vehicle are listed in table 3.4. The signals have been
sampled with 100 Hz.
Name

Symbol

Unit

Sensor

Location

Company

front lateral velocity

v y ,sens

[m/s]

front longitudinal
velocity

v x,sens

[m/s]

CORREVIT®
HS-CE

front
bumper

CORRSYS-DATRON
Sensorsysteme Gmbh.

steering wheel angle

H

[rad]

Measurement
Steering Wheel

steering
wheel

steering wheel moment MH

[Nm]

yaw velocity

r

[rad/s] CRS03®

lateral acceleration

ay

[m/s²] SMI model 7130 centre of
gravity

optic cell

soptic

[-]

-

rear bumper -

position

X car ,

[km]

imc Devices®

centre of
gravity

Ycar

centre of
gravity

Silicon Sensing
Systems Ltd.
Silicon Microstructures
Inc.

imc Meßsysteme GmbH

Table 3.4 Measured signals that have been used for this research, note that the units in the files that come
out of the data-logging system are different from the ones listed here.

The secondary task (reaction task) has been implemented using a data logger (imc Devices®)
according to the scheme in figure 3.8, which runs separately from the main computer. A microphone,
reaction lights (LED), optic cell and a small control box for the experimenter have been connected to
the data logger. The optic cell was triggered with a reflector post positioned 10 m before the first
maneuver cones. This signal was also logged on the main computer and used for synchronization
between main computer and data logger afterwards.

Figure 3.8 Scheme secondary task.
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Additionally, a video camera that captured the reaction lights, steering wheel, and arms and head of
the driver had been installed. This can give better understanding of what happened during the
maneuver.

3.1.6 Measures
This paragraph gives an overview of the objective and subjective measures that have been acquired in
the experiment. Driver model parameters are also used as measures, but this has already been
introduced in chapter 2.

Objective measures
Table 3.5 gives the objective measures that are analyzed in this thesis.
Application

Measure

Symbol

Unit

Definition

measure for
task demands

entrance
velocity

Vstart

[km/h]

Absolute velocity (V) at t = 0, that is
when passing the reflector post with
the optic cell on the car.

measure for
primary-task
performance

lane
exceedance
area

Aexceed

[m²]

Summed area covered by the vehicle,
that is outside the lane boundaries
marked by the cones.

measures for
mental
workload

high-frequent PSDstHigh
steering power
→ RQ1.2.1
average
reaction time
→ RQ1.2.2

tReact

[deg²/Hz] Average power spectral density (PSD)
of the steering-wheel angle (δH) in
high-frequency range (2 to 4 Hz).
[s]

Average of the three reaction times
resulting from execution of the
reaction task in one maneuver.

Table 3.5 Measured signals that have been used for this research, note that the units in the files that come
out of the data-logging system are different from the ones listed here.

TASK-DEMAND MEASURES
According to the model of mental workload presented in paragraph 1.2.3, task demands increase with
driven velocity. Therefore, the entrance velocity (Vstart) is included in the analysis. This is the
absolute velocity (V) at t = 0 .This is when passing the reflector post with the optic cell on the car.
PRIMARY-TASK PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The lane exceedance area.(Aexceed) is the here-used measure for primary-task performance. It is the
summed area covered by the vehicle, outside the lane boundaries marked by the cones. Primary-task
performance is higher if the lane exceedance area is lower. To avoid problems in the data analysis later
on, this measure has been calculated such that it will always be greater than zero by ‘increasing’ the
vehicle width with 0.4 m. With respect to the model of mental workload, the lane exceedance area is
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used to detect where the overload region starts. The number of knocked down cones was also a
candidate for being the measure for task-performance. However, this measure is not used, because it is
not appropriate for analysis using standard ANOVA techniques, due to its heavily skewed data
distribution.
SECONDARY-TASK PERFORMANCE MEASURES
To obtain secondary performance measures, drivers are instructed to maintain performance on the
primary task while they are executing a secondary task. The secondary task performance indicates the
spare cognitive capacity a driver has left, from which the mental workload resulting from the driving
task can be derived. Here the average reaction time (tReact) over the three stimuli of lighting up the
LEDs is used. A lower mean reaction time indicates a higher spare cognitive capacity from which a
lower mental workload is assumed. The secondary task has been designed such that participants are
able not to miss stimuli. Analysis of this measure for mental workload is connected to research
question 1.2.2 (see section 1.4). If it turns out that stimuli are often missed in the experiment, as
additional measure, the number of missed stimuli could have been used as measure for secondary task
performance, this was however not the case.
CONTROL-ELEMENT MEASURES
Besides the average reaction time, another measure for mental workload is the high-frequent steering
power (PSDstHigh). This is the average power spectral density (PSD) of the steering-wheel angle
(δH) in the high-frequency range, which has been defined from 2 to 4 Hz. Analysis of this measure for
mental workload is connected to research question 1.2.1 (see section 1.4). In literature, the use of the
so-called steering reversal rate (Pauwelussen, 1999) is often mentioned as measure for mental
workload. Characteristics of the high-frequent steering power and the steering reversal rate are
however similar. As a control-element measure for physical workload, the steering input power could
have been used, which is the physical input power (in W) that the driver spends on steering. Future
analysis of this measure could be interesting, but this analysis has not been included in this thesis.
PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES
In this research no physiological measures (e.g. pupil diameter and heart rate) have been used, as this
is problematic when driving extreme maneuvers. In such a dynamic environment, it cannot be
determined accurately whether fluctuations in physiological measures originate from mental workload,
physical workload or noise sources in the vehicle. Therefore those are beyond scope of this research.

Subjective measures
Drivers have been asked to fill out a questionnaire after each four maneuvers driven in one speed
condition, for assessing both mental and physical workload. The RSME scale (Rating Scale Mental
Effort) has been used for which the workload has to be rated on a scale from 0 to 150. Labels are
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coupled to the scale ranging from 'not strenuous at all’ (RSME = 4) till ‘tremendously strenuous’
(RSME = 112). Participants were asked to fill in what first comes to the mind and also to neglect the
differences caused by the secondary task. During the filling-in, drivers could always see the previously
filled-in values. This has been chosen to eliminate the influence of the memory capacity of the driver.
That is, it is undesirable that one driver does compare to the previous trials - because he can remember
it well - and another driver does not. It should be kept in mind that drivers are often not able to assess
their mental workload, and confuse this concept with physical workload. Although future analysis of
subjective measures could be interesting, this analysis has not been included in this thesis.

3.2 Data analysis
3.2.1 Model parameter estimation
For each driven double lane-change maneuver, the three driver models explained in chapter 2 will be
fit on measured data. That is, the values of the parameter set will be optimized in such a way that an
optimal fit of the model output on the data is achieved. This process of parameter estimation is
explained in this section.
Figure 3.9 gives the (model) structure used for parameter estimation. The model parameters are
estimated in so-called closed-loop configuration. This means that the entire driver-vehicle system is
simulated, including a vehicle model which is explained in the appendix. Inputs of the estimation
model are the predefined path (Ypredef) and the longitudinal velocity (vx). The output signals are the
steering-wheel angle (H) and the driven path (Y). The steering-wheel angle (H) has been chosen,
because this is the most directly measurable signal of the driver. The driven path has been chosen,
because the model of the total driver-vehicle system should also represent the real-world behavior.

Figure 3.9 Model structure for estimating the driver model parameters.
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The error function (F) formalizes the model fit on the test data for one maneuver and calculates the
error between model outputs and measured data. It is a function of the parameter vector x, which
contains the driver model parameters that should be estimated. Table 3.6 gives the parameter vectors
for the various models.
Driver model
with continuous preview path
without feedforward (M3)

with discrete preview path
without feedforward (M4)

with discrete preview path
with feedforward (M5)

 t prev 


x   K lat 
 lead 



 t prev 
K 
 lat 
x    lead 


 t steer 1 
t steer 2 



 t prev 
K 
 lat 
  lead 


x   t steer 1 
t steer 2 


 Asin e 
 
 sin e 

Table 3.6 Parameter vectors to optimize for the various models.

The error function for the driver models (F) is given in equation 3.1. For calculating the model fit, the
signals steering-wheel angle (δH) and vehicle Y-position are used. With the subscript ‘test’ is referred
to the real-world signal that has been measured during the maneuver. With the subscript ‘model’ is
referred to the signal that is the simulation output of the model in combination with the values in
parameter vector x. Besides the error being a function of the parameter vector x, it is also a function
of the time (t). From the steering-wheel angle (δH) and vehicle Y-position only the 1st till the 701st
sample from the moment that the car passes the reflector post is used in the error-function. Both
signals have been sampled with 100 Hz which means that from each signal a window of 7 s
(701 samples) is used. The output of the error-function is a 1402 x 1-vector which stores both signals
vertically. This enables using the MATLAB function lsqnonlin for finding the parameter set that
results in the best model fit (smallest error between model- and test-data) for the two fit signals
(δH and Y). Combining signals by averaging would lead to positive errors in the first signal being
cancelled out by negative errors in the second signal. Signals are normalized by dividing them by the
standard deviation of the test signal to make the error of both signals weigh equally in the errorfunction. The standard deviation of the test signal is the calculated over all maneuvers. This has been
done to be able to compare F between maneuvers.
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3.1

with:
= normalised error between driver model and test data [-]
F
 model /  test = model / test steering-wheel angle in [rad]

Ymodel / Ytest = model / test Y-position in [m]

 ,test
 Y,test

= standard deviation of steering-wheel angle of test data in [rad]
= standard deviation of Y-position of test data in [m]

Finding the parameter values that result in the optimal fit can be done by minimizing the error between
model and test data by optimizing parameters. This has been done for each driven maneuver. The
definition of the ‘nonlinear least-squares curve fitting problem’ that should be solved is given in
equation 3.2. This problem comprehends minimizing the output of the error-function (F), by
optimizing the parameter vector (x). In fact, not each individual row of the vector-function (F), but the
sum squared error (F²) is minimized. The optimization problem can be solved with the MATLAB
function lsqnonlin, which performs a so-called gradient search (steepest descent method).



min Fx  2  min
F1 x   F2 x     F1402 x 

2

x

x

2

2

2



3.2

The maneuvers of the data set that should be analyzed are randomly divided into two equally large
groups. The first group contains the maneuvers for which the model parameters will be optimized to
obtain the best data fit. The second group is the part of the data set used for validation, which are the
maneuvers that are used to check whether the model is generally valid for all maneuvers, and not just
being overfitted on a little part of the data set.
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Model validity concerns the following question: Does the model together with its parameters represent
the system behavior as intended, or does it reflect other phenomena? A model is valid if the three
consecutive questions below are answered positively:
1. Has the parameter set that results in the best data fit been found?
2. Does the model sufficiently represent the measured system behaviour and has the model not been
overfitted on the data?
3. Are the estimates of the model parameters accurate and are enforced factor dependencies
confirmed? This can be seen by evaluating the standard errors of the parameters.

3.2.2 Statistical analysis
The cases in the statistical analysis are the maneuvers. All the measures and estimated model
parameters thus have a score for each driven maneuver. The data set has been divided into a part with
the professional drivers (TD1) and a part with the non-professional drivers (TD2-5). Only maneuvers
that are procedurally valid have been included.
Data has been analyzed using multiple regression, for which account is taken for the fact that this
experiment has a repeated-measures design. Standard, for all measures, a regression model of the
main-effects of ‘speed’ and ‘tire’ has been estimated. Therefore , speed- and tire-conditions have been
defined as dummy variables for all conditions, except for a reference condition, which is in this case
the low-speed condition (SP1) driven with summer tire A (TR2). This results in an analysis that is
similar to a two-way ANOVA (see the example in table 3.7).
Data outliers have been detected using boxplots and removed. Before removing outliers, normality of
the data distributions has been checked. The measures lane exceedance area (Aexceed), average
reaction time (tReact), high-frequent steering power (PSDstHigh) and lead term time constant
(tauLead) have been transformed taking the natural logarithm of those measures, to correct for
skewness of the data distribution.

Table 3.7 Example of a two-way ANOVA multiple regression model. The model only includes the main
effects of ‘speed’ and ‘tire’.
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Chapter 4 Results and discussion
This chapter presents and interprets the results of the experiments. It starts with an overview of the two
data sets to analyze. Next, some checks on the experimental manipulations will be given in section 4.2.
Section 0 contains the results of the three methods for predicting mental workload: first, with the
control-element measure high-frequent steering power; second, with the secondary-task measure
average reaction time; and third, with the parameters of the three variants of the path preview error
driver model. In the last section, the three methods will be compared and discussed. Standard, only
statistically significant results are reported.

4.1 Data sets
Table 3.1 shows the number of driven maneuvers together with executed order conditions. Maneuvers
in which procedures have not been completely followed, are excluded from data analysis. For
example, if the participant had forgotten that the maneuver would be driven with reaction task. Such
maneuvers were always done over again. This results in the number of maneuvers per order condition
being in correspondence with the research design. Due to bad wetter conditions, the second and third
test day (TD2 and TD3) have been aborted prematurely. The results of the first half of the third test
day (TD; OD1) can however still be used. The results have been divided into one data set for
professional test drivers (TD1; N = 120) and one for non-professional test drivers (TD2-5; N = 240).
Test day Order

Driver

Number of
maneuvers (N)

Data set

TD1

OD1 (TR1>2>3)

DR01 and DR02

72

OD2 (TR3>2>1)

DR01 and DR02

48

professional
drivers
(TD1)

total 120
TD3

OD1 (TR1>2>3)

DR05 and DR06

48

TD4

OD2 (TR3>2>1)

DR07 and DR08

48

OD1 (TR1>2>3)

DR07 and DR08

48

OD1 (TR1>2>3)

DR09 and DR10

48

OD2 (TR3>2>1)

DR09 and DR10

48

TD5

total 240
Table 4.1 Driven maneuvers together with executed order conditions.
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non-professional
drivers
(TD2-5)

4.2 Manipulation checks
4.2.1 Entrance velocity
Results
The measure entrance velocity (Vstart) is a task-demand measure. First, it is checked wheteh task
demands really varied over speed-conditions, this will first be checked. Figure 4.1 shows the influence
of the speed manipulation (SP1 versus SP2) on the real, driven velocity at the start of the maneuver.
An ANOVA has been performed for the main effects of ‘speed’ and ‘tire’, for both professionals and
non-professionals. For the professionals, also ‘order’ has been included, because the maneuvers of the
second part (OD2) have been driven with a velocity that was 10 km/h higher for all speed conditions.
For the professional drivers, ‘speed’ has a 9.4 km/h, significantly higher entrance velocity
[F(1,114)=105, p<0.01] in the high-speed compared to the low-speed condition. Furthermore, the
speed for the second half is 9.8 km/h higher [F(1,114)=2790, p<0.01]. For the non-professional
drivers. The speed, is in the high speed condition 9.1 km/h higher [F(1,231)=3735, p<0.01]. For both
professionals and non-professionals, the factor ‘tire’ also has a significant effect on entrance speed, but
the size of this effect is about a 10 % of effect of ‘speed’.
professionals (TD1)
small lane offset (3.5 m)
SP1: 90 km/h SP2: 100 km/h
N:

N:

N:

non-professionals (TD2-5)
large lane offset (5.5 m)

SP1: 100 km/h SP2: 110 km/h
N:

N:

N:

SP1: 80 km/h SP2: 90 km/h
N:

N:

N:

Figure 4.1 Mean entrance velocity grouped by tire- and speed-condition for the three experiment parts.
Error bars show 95% CI.

Discussion
The high contrast ratios (F) for ‘speed’ indicate that manipulating the task by instructing people to
drive a certain speed (professionals without cruise-control; non-professionals with cruise-control)
worked out well. A bias between real driven speed and the instructed speed of about 5 km/h exists,
which can be attributed to deviations in the speedometer.
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4.2.2 Lane exceedance area
Results
As a primary-task measure, the log-transformed lane exceedance area (Aexceed) has been used. It is
undesired that primary-task performance is influenced by absence of the secondary task. That is,
drivers should show the same behaviour when driven with or without secondary task, otherwise the
secondary task is not a valid measure for mental workload. An ANOVA with as factors ‘speed’ and
‘secondary task’ has been performed to check this. The influence of secondary task is not significant
for both professionals [F(1,116)=0.07, p=0.79] and non-professionals [F=(1,232)=0.00, p=0.99].
Speed does have some influence on the primary-task performance, but only for the non-professionals
[F(1,232)=15.08, p=0.00].

Figure 4.2 Mean log-transformed lane exceedance area grouped by speed- and secondary task-condition
for the professionals (TD1) and non-professionals (TD2-5). Error bars show 95% CI.

Discussion
Driving with or without the secondary task did not influence the primary-task performance. Thus, the
secondary task did not interfere with the primary task and one precondition for using the secondarytask method is met. For the non-professional drivers, driving in the high-speed condition gives a
0.36 m² higher lane exceedance area, which can be attributed to the fact that the velocity of the highspeed condition has been chosen such that it is very near to the boundary between spare capacity
regions and overload regions. That is, where performance starts to decrease, and thus lane exceedance
area is higher.
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4.3 Mental workload measures
In the previous section it was concluded that speed manipulations worked out well and that the
secondary task did not interfere with the primary task. Next, the mental workload measures are
analyzed. Note that the paragraph numbers, in this section correspond to the following research
questions posed in section 1.4: How are mental workload differences reflected in the high-frequent
steering power (§4.3.1→RQ1.2.1), average reaction time (§4.3.2→RQ1.2.2), and driver model
parameters (§4.3.2→RQ1.2.2)?

4.3.1 High-frequent steering power
Results
Figure 4.3 shows the mean log-transformed high-frequent steering power grouped by tire- and speedcondition.

Figure 4.3 Mean log-transformed high-frequent steering power grouped by tire- and speed-condition for
the professionals (TD1) and non-professionals (TD2-5). Error bars show 95% CI.

Professional drivers
Driving in the high-speed condition gives a 2.1 deg²/Hz, significantly higher high-frequent steering
power, compared to the low-speed condition [F(1,115)=34.4, p<0.01]. Overall, the factor ‘tire’ has an
effect according to the hypothesis for this measure. The tire condition ‘winter B’ (TR1) gives a 1.7
deg²/Hz higher high-frequent steering power, compared to ‘summer tire A’ (TR2) [F(1,115)=12.9,
p<0.01]. The tire condition ‘summer B’ (TR3) gives a 1.5 deg²/Hz lower high-frequent steering power,
compared to ‘summer tire A’ (TR2) [F(1,115)=14.4, p<0.01].
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Non-professional drivers
For the non-professionals, the high-speed condition gives a 1.8 deg²/Hz, significantly higher highfrequent steering power, compared to the low-speed condition [F(1,231)=62.2, p<0.01]. For the factor
‘tire’, no significant effect has been found.

Discussion
Assumed that a higher mental workload results in a higher high-frequent steering power, the found
effects are in correspondence with the hypothesis that a higher speed, results in a higher mental
workload. For the professional drivers, also an increasing effect on workload of driving with winter
tire B has been found and a decreasing effect of summer tire B, which is also in correspondence with
the expectations introduced in chapter 1. These effects of tire have however not been found for the
non-professionals.

4.3.2 Average reaction time
Results
Figure 4.4 shows the mean log-transformed average reaction time grouped by tire- and speedcondition.

Figure 4.4 Mean log-transformed average reaction time grouped by tire- and speed-condition for the
professionals (TD1) and non-professionals (TD2-5). Error bars show 95% CI.
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Professional drivers
For the professionals, no significant effect of ‘tire’ or ‘speed’ has been found. The professionals-data
from figure 4.4, but then grouped by tire and ordered by each subsequent trials for the two drivers is
shown in figure 4.5.
driver 1 (DR01)

driver 2 (DR02)

Figure 4.5 Mean log-transformed average reaction time grouped by tire condition ordered by subsequent
trials for driver 1 (DR01) and driver 2 (DR02), both professionals (TD1). Error bars show 95% CI.

The data from figure 4.5 does suspect that an order effect might confound the effects of ‘tire’ and
‘speed‘ as analyzed in the standard ANOVA of the average reaction time. Table 4.2 gives an adapted
multiple regression model that controls statistically for this confounding effect by including the
independent variable ‘trial within driver’. Now, a statistical effect of tire is revealed: driving with
summer tire B (TR3) results in a reaction time that is 0.037 s shorter than with one of the other tires
(TR1 or TR2) [F(1,56)=7.87, p=0.01]. The hypothesis that the order effect (effect of ‘trial within
driver’) was different for driver 1 than for driver 2 (that is, an interaction effect) has also been
investigated, but was rejected.

Table 4.2 Adapted multiple regression model results of log-transformed average reaction time for the
professionals (TD1) with a dummy variable for the ‘summer tire B’-condition (TR3) and a control
variable ‘trial within driver’ for compensating order effects over subsequent trials.
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Non-professional drivers
For the non-professional drivers, no significant effect on the average reaction time have been found
initially. Just as for the professional drivers, the independent variable ‘trial within driver’ has been
added to the multiple regression model to compensate for order effects, but this did not reveal any
significant effects.

Discussion
The only effect found in the analysis of average reaction time is for the professional drivers: a
minimally decreasing average reaction time when driving with summer tire B compared to other tires.
To find this effect the independent variable ‘trial within driver’ has to be included to compensate for
order effects. The order effects can probably be attributed to changing test circumstances during the
day. Because at the start of this test day it was raining, and the tests started after it had stopped raining,
but the road surface was then still somewhat humid. Even finding no significant differences between
speed-conditions makes the value of the average reaction time as a measure for mental workload
doubtful.

4.3.3 Model parameters
This paragraph shows the results of the multivariate ANOVAs performed on parameter values
resulting from the parameter estimation.

Results
DRIVER MODEL WITH CONTINUOUS PREVIEW PATH WITHOUT FEEDFORWARD (M3)

Figure 4.6 Mean log-transformed lead term time constant (of M3) grouped by tire- and speed-condition
for the professionals (TD1) and non-professionals (TD2-5). Error bars show 95% CI.
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Professional drivers

Table 4.3 Two-way ANOVA multiple regression model of log-transformed lead term time-constant
(of M3) for the professionals (TD1). The model only includes the main effects of ‘speed’ and ‘tire’.

Table 4.4 Adapted multiple regression model results of log-transformed lead term time-constant (of M3)
for the professionals (TD1) with a dummy variable for the ‘summer tire B’-condition (TR3) and a control
variable ‘trial within driver’ for compensating order effects over subsequent trials.

Non-professional drivers

Table 4.5 Two-way ANOVA multiple regression model of log-transformed lead term time-constant
(of M3) for the non-professionals (TD2-5). The model only includes the main effects of ‘speed’ and ‘tire’.

Table 4.6 Adapted multiple regression model results of log-transformed lead term time-constant (of M3)
for the non-professionals (TD2-5) with a dummy variable for the ‘high-speed’-condition (SP2) and a
control variable ‘trial within driver’ for compensating order effects over subsequent trials.
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DRIVER MODEL WITH DISCRETE PREVIEW PATH WITHOUT FEEDFORWARD (M4)

Figure 4.7 Mean proportion lead term used (of M4) grouped by tire- and speed-condition for the
professionals (TD1) and non-professionals (TD2-5). Error bars show 95% CI.

Professional drivers

Table 4.7 Two-way ANOVA multiple regression model of proportion lead term used (of M4) for the
professionals (TD1). The model only includes the main effects of ‘speed’ and ‘tire’.

Non-professional drivers

Table 4.8 Two-way ANOVA multiple regression model of proportion lead term used (of M4) for the nonprofessionals (TD2-5). The model only includes the main effects of ‘speed’ and ‘tire’.
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DRIVER MODEL WITH DISCRETE PREVIEW PATH AND FEEDFORWARD (M5)

Figure 4.8 Mean proportion lead term used (of M5) grouped by tire- and speed-condition for the
professionals (TD1) and non-professionals (TD2-5). Error bars show 95% CI.

Professional drivers

Table 4.9 Two-way ANOVA multiple regression model of proportion lead term used (of M5) for the
professionals (TD1). The model only includes the main effects of ‘speed’ and ‘tire’.

Non-professional drivers

Table 4.10 Two-way ANOVA multiple regression model of proportion lead term used (of M5) for the nonprofessionals (TD2-5). The model only includes the main effects of ‘speed’ and ‘tire’.
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Discussion
Compared to the continuous predefined path, using the discrete predefined path, gives other meaning
to the feedback parameters (tprev, Klat, τlead). The differences in parameter values with model M3 can
therefore not easily be explained. Some tire-dependencies of the parameters can be observed, which
are however also hardly interpretable.
Compared to the low-speed condition, the lateral gain (Klat) is 16% lower in the high-speed condition.
Additionally, the preview time (tprev) is 5% higher and the lead term time constant (τlead) is 6% higher.
This can be explained as follows. A larger preview time represents that the driver looks further ahead
and thus reacts earlier on coming changes in the predefined, target path. Explained in terms of a bode
diagram, the phase delay with which the driver reacts to frequencies up to about 1 Hz (see appendix)
decreases with a higher preview time (tprev). For stability of the driver-vehicle system - which becomes
more an issue at higher speed - the preview time should therefore be as large as possible. However,
with a larger preview time the ‘trailer effect’ (introduced in 2.3 on page 21) will be stronger, resulting
in the vehicle cutting the corners more. Other ways to preserve system stability are by decreasing the
lateral gain (Klat), which decreases the open-loop gain of the system; or by increasing the lead term
time constant (lead), which mainly decreases the phase lag of the driver reaction to frequencies above
0.2 Hz. Decreasing the lateral gain is not possible without problems, because to drive the double lanechange maneuver, a certain steering amplitude is needed. A successful adaptation strategy is
increasing the lead term time constant, which is however not without its costs, because - as explained
in chapter 2 - it is assumed that it takes mental processing effort to achieve. This relates the 5% higher
lead term time constant to a higher processing effort and with that a higher mental workload. The
relation is however weak.
For the professional drivers, the proportion lead term used (of M4 and M5) being lower for summer
tire B (tire=TR3) than when driving with the other tires (TR1 or TR2), can be explained as follows.
The lead term in the controller part is not need anymore if a maneuver has been driven with summer
tire B. This would confirm the hypothesis that the drivers anticipate more which is at the cost of higher
mental workload if driven with winter tire B. This would thus make the mental workload fully tire
dependent.
The feedback parameter lateral gain (Klat) and the both feedforward parameters (λsine and Asine) have
found to be depending on the speed condition only. This suggests that the driver controls the vehicle
using a raw speed-dependent-only steering input (feedforward). Additionally, for the fine control a
feedback controller is used, that is only adapted by the speed-dependent lateral gain and adding some
anticipating behavior (lead term) if driving with winter tire B.
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4.4 General discussion
Table 4.11 gives an overview of the significant effects of independent variables on mental workload
measures:
Significant effects of independent variables on mental workload measures
controlelement
measures
independent
variable

test day

hypothesis

-

secondarytask
measures

path preview error
driver model parameters

M3
continuous
high-frequent
without FF
average
steering
reaction time
lead term
power
time constant

M4
discrete
without FF
proportion
lead term
used

M5
continuous
with FF
proportion
lead term
used

TD1 TD2-5 TD1 TD2-5 TD1 TD2-5 TD1 TD2-5 TD1 TD2-5

‘speed=SP2’
high-speed condition
compare to
low-speed condition

↑

↑ ↑

-

-

-

↑

-

↑

↑

↑

‘tire=TR1’
winter tire B
compared to
summer tire A

↑

↑

-

-

-

-

-

↑

↑

-

-

‘tire=TR3’
summer tire B
compared to
summer tire A

↓

↓

-

↓

-

↑

-

↓

↓

↓

-

Table 4.11 Schematic overview of significant effects on the various measures of mental workload for the
professionals (TD1) and non-professionals (TD2-5). The sizes of the arrows are proportional to the found
effect sizes.

An unlikely explanation for not finding an effect of speed is that the assumption of the high-speed
condition requiring more processing effort than the low-speed condition does not hold. A more likely
explanation for this result is that increased concentration and/or arousal compensates for the higher
task demands. This is in accordance with the Yerkes-Dodson law (1908), which states that arousal can
influence performance positively up to a certain optimum level. This relation can also be explained in
terms of the definition of mental workload (see figure 1.2): arousal (driver state) influences the
maximum processing capability, which enables better task performance.
Additionally, no effect of tire on reaction time has been found for non-professional drivers. A possible
explanation for this is that driving with summer tire A or B is not easier than with winter tire B,
although this has been hypothesized. Possibly, for non-professional drivers winter tire B compensates
its worse performance properties by a better predictability (because of lower cornering stiffness),
which is also an important tire handling property. This is supported by one of the non-professional
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drivers explaining: “The winter tire is easier to drive, because it is sure it is going to slip, and is thus
better to predict.” Professional drivers, may less need the feedback concerning predictability and can
therefore utilize the performance advantage of summer tire B, resulting in lower task demands and
therefore a 8 % shorter reaction time.
Originally, it was intended to analyze the correlation between the model parameters assumed to
represent mental workload and the reaction times. This would have been done to validate the method
of using model parameters for predicting mental workload originating from driving with various tires.
However, the reaction times do not show significant effects of tire and speed themselves, can thus not
be used as measures for mental workload and those can thus also not be used to validate the model
parameters.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and recommendations
5.1 Summary
The main goal of this study is to determine the influence of tires on driver behavior and mental
workload. Double lane-change maneuvers have been driven with three different tire sets (lowperformance tire: winter tire B and high-performance tires: summer tire A and B) and analyzed. The
data has been divided into a part of professional drivers (N = 120) and a part of non-professional
drivers (N = 240). Three methods for predicting mental workload have been used and evaluated. The
first is using a control-element measure: the high-frequent steering power, which is the average power
spectral density between 2 and 4 Hz. The second is using a secondary-task measure: the average
reaction time to LEDs lighting up in the field of view of the driver. The third is using model
parameters of the path preview error driver model as predictors for mental workload.

5.2 Conclusions
Differences in mental workload most showed up in the control-element measure ‘high-frequent
steering power’. For both professional and non-professional drivers, an increase in workload when
driving with a higher speed was found. An effect of driving with different tires was only found for the
professional drivers and this finding is in correspondence with the hypotheses connected to the main
research question of this research: How do tires influence mental workload? Compared to the
reference summer tire A, driving with winter tire B results in a higher mental workload (higher highfrequent steering power) and driving with summer tire B results in lower mental workload (lower
high-frequent steering power). The problem with tire
The secondary-task measure ‘average reaction time’ has shown to be less sensitive for changes in
mental workload. Only for the professional drivers, a significant effect of tire has been found. Driving
with summer tire B, results in a lower reaction time (lower mental workload) than when driving with
one of the other two tires. Either driving with a higher speed does really not require more processing
capability, or increased concentration compensates for the higher task demands. This latter explanation
is here assumed to be most likely.
For the driver model parameters, interpretation of results is somewhat more complex. For all model
variants, all found effects are in correspondence with the main hypothesis, except for the lead term
time constant of the driver model with continuous preview path (M3). However, sensitivity of the
parameters used as predictors for mental workload is low, especially concerning the effect of speed.
The discrete preview path driver model seems to be better than the continuous variant of this model.
Adding feedforward to the discrete model seems to result in the most simple and thus elegant model
with parameters that can be interpreted. The research has shown that parameter estimation in
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combination with statistical analysis is complex and results are hard to interpret. It has not been
proven that parameters of the path preview error model can be used for predicting mental workload.
Considering the results of all used measures for mental workload, it can be concluded that in general
mental workload becomes higher with increased speed. An effect of tire has only been found for the
professional drivers. Compared to the summer tire A, driving with winter tire B results in a higher
mental workload and driving with summer tire B results in a lower mental workload. It is suspected
that non-professional drivers take more advantage of better predictability (because of lower cornering
stiffness) of lower-performance tires (e.g. winter tire B) which compensates for worse objective
performance. Professional drivers, may less need the feedback concerning predictability and can
therefore utilize the performance advantage of summer tires better, resulting in lower task demands
and therefore a lower mental workload.
The question remains how workload can best be measured. From high-frequent steering power
(control-element measure), via average reaction time (secondary-task measure) to model parameters,
the measurement methods become more sophisticated. This however also introduces more and more
complexity, which makes results harder to interpret. On the other side, it is questionable whether the
high-frequent steering power really measures mental workload, or just an aspect of the steering
characteristics. Before further research has given more insight into this topic, the choice of measure
for mental workload is thus a question of preferring a measure that is more sensitive to mental
workload or a measure that is more plausible of measuring really mental workload and not some other
concept.

5.3 Recommendations
The data analysis can be extended with the subjective measures for mental workload and measures for
physical workload. Furthermore, baseline measurements of average reaction time have been done,
which can also be included in the analysis. Also, it should be further considered how parameter
estimation procedures can best be done and how to analyze statistical significance of estimated
parameter values. Finally, it should be analyzed what proportion of changes in parameters can really
be attributed to differences in measured behavior.
For future experiments, it is advised not to change much on the research design and procedures. The
number of maneuvers that can be analyzed should however be higher, and a research design with 480
maneuvers to drive is advised. This number was also planned for the second part of the research (test
day two to five) originally, which was however not achieved due to bad weather circumstances.
Including both a group of professional and non-professional drivers in the experiments is still
recommended, because this allows to further investigate the role of tire predictability in driver
behavior and mental workload.
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